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1.

Prosecution: Proactivity of the CNIPA

2.

Administrative: Actions by local AMRs

-

Complaints against whom?

-

Under what situations?

-

Through what channels?

3.

Civil: Attempts by courts

-

What if bad-faith registrants sue first?

-

What if genuine brand owners sue?

1. Prosecution: Proactivity of the CNIPA

-

Publication of decisions
Transparency, evidential value

-

Ex-officio investigation/refusal
OA

- Blacklisting
Internal policy, unpredictability

-

Success rates
Incredibly high

Ex-officio refusal
based on bad faith

2. Administrative: Actions by local AMRs
-

Complaints against whom?
Bad-faith applicants and TM agencies

-

Under what situations?

✓ Backed up by favorable decisions
✓ Massive bad-faith filing, well-known, business
relationship, prior use, prior rights, and others
including unhealthy influence, disrupting the agency
market by unfair means, fabricating

-

Through what channels?

✓ CNIPA transfer
✓ Onsite complaining
✓ Online complaining and feedback

-

Consequences

✓ Warning, suspension of agency business, criminal
✓ Fine of USD 4,600/USD15,000

Responsible AMR
Case summary
Date of response
Contents of response
Reasoning of response

Blue Sky Action 2019-2020
1,095 rectifications
330 investigations
182 penalty decisions

3. Civil: Attempts by courts – if bad-faith registrants sue first
Bad faith of infringing prior rights
The GLEAS case, August 2014, Supreme People’s Court
Registration on bags vs. prior registration on clothing, prior
trade name, distinctiveness of TM
Abuse of right and non-infringement

Bad faith of massive TM filing and high assignment fee
The Uniqlo case, December 2018, Supreme People’s Court
Over 2,000 filings, no intention of use, serial malicious civil
actions after TM sale attempt failed
Abuse of right and non-infringement

Bad faith of malicious Taobao online complaints
The Coppertone case, March 2018, Yuhang District Court
Counterclaim or a separate lawsuit
Registration on sunscreen, massive filing, professional
complainant, no use, sale of TM vs. prior copyright
Damages caused by takedown, unfair competition

3. Civil: Attempts by courts – if genuine brand owner registrants sue
Bad-faith filing + trademark infringement
The Bridgestone case, 2020, Suzhou Intermediate Court
Trademark infringement activities
Besides damages, reasonable costs around RMB
290,000 granted including expenditures in TM
prosecution cases

Is the bad-faith filing per se actionable? NO.
The Afton case, December 2020, Beijing IP Court
Unfair competition law
Not a cause of action, case not accepted
Appeal pending

Is the bad-faith filing per se actionable? YES.
The In-Sink-Erator case, April 2021, Xiamen Intermediate Court
Unfair competition law, tort liability law
Precedents concerning opposition confirming bad faith
Injunction and RMB 1,200,000 damages granted
Appeal pending
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